
COLOR STONE VIBRATION OR MEANING

TRANSPARENT

Czech Glass* Quality transparent reflective colors

Crystals/ 
Quartz

Refer to color; may contain guardian spirits 
who actively want to work with you to reach 
your fullest potential; excellent for meditation

Quartz Most powerful healing stone; 
draws off negative energy

WHITES AND 
CREAMS

Mother of 
Pearl* Faith, charity, and innocence

Smoky 
Quartz

Most powerful healing stone; 
draws off negative energy

YELLOWS

Calcite Cleanser of energy; 
accelerates spiritual development

Carnelian Grounds and anchors; stabilizing stone; 
stimulates creativity

Celestite High vibration; stimulates divine energies; 
dissolving pain

Citrine
“Stone of success”; highly creative; 
energizes at any level; aura protector; 
cleanses the chakras

Czech Glass* Quality transparent reflective colors

Moonstone “Stone of new beginnings”; strongly 
connected to the moon and to the intuition

Mother of 
Pearl* Faith, charity, and innocence

Yellow Jade Brings joy and happiness. 
Teaches interconnectedness of beings.

GREENS

Amazonite Universal Love; soothes trauma and anxiety

Aventurine Stone of prosperity

Fluorite* Healing spirituality; cleanses and stabilizes 
aura; blocks electronic stresses

Jade Purity and serenity; signifies wisdom 
gathered in tranquility

Moss Agate

Stabilizing stone anchored to nature; 
Refreshes the soul enabling one to see 
the beauty in all to behold. It is a stone of 
new beginnings

Peridot

Protective stone for the aura; powerful 
cleanser; Peridot shows you how to detach 
from outside influence and to look for your 
higher energies

Unakite Focuses the third eye; gives a calm gentle 
effect and supports recovery

BLUES

Angelite The “stone of awareness”; Represents 
peace; helps connect to angelic realm

Aquamarine Stone of courage; reduces stress; 
quiets one’s mind

Apatite Attuned to the future; deepens meditation; 
expands knowledge; eases sorrow

Australian 
Jasper

Known as the “supreme nurturer”; 
supports in time of stress; aligns the chakras

Celestite High vibration; stimulates divine energies; 
dissolves pain

Mother of 
Pearl* Faith, charity, and innocence

Lapis Lazuli
Opens the third eye; stimulates 
enlightenment; facilitates spiritual journey; 
brings peace; contacts spiritual guardians

Turquoise Efficient healer; provides solace for the spirit 
and well-being of the body

PURPLES

Agate* Nurturing

Amethyst
Protective stone of high vibration; gives 
insight and clarity; known as “the sobriety 
stone”

Fluorite* Healing spirituality; cleanses and stabilizes 
aura; blocks electronic stresses

PINKS

Rose Quartz Love, compassion; infinite inner peace

Rhodonite*
Strengthens the heart chakra nurturing love 
and balance; also known as the “first aid 
stone”

ORANGES

Amber Tree resin that fossilized; 
grounding stone for higher energies

 Carnelian* Grounds and anchors; stabilizing stone; 
stimulates creativity

REDS

Carnelian* Grounds and anchors; stabilizing stone; 
stimulates creativity

Garnet Inspires love and devotion; purifies; 
revitalizes; purifies

Jasper* Known as the “supreme nurturer”; 
supports in time of stress; aligns the chakras

Swarovski 
Crystal* Quality transparent reflective colors

BROWNS Tiger Eye
Combines the earth’s energy with the 
energies of the sun to create a high vibrational 
state that is nevertheless grounded

GREYS

Agate* Nurturing

Rhodonite*
Strengthens the heart chakra nurturing love 
and balance.  Also known as the “first aid 
stone”

BLACKS
Hematite Introspection; grounding and protection 

stone; harmonizes mind, body, and spirit

Onyx Strength giving
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Endless Knot Creations uses precious and semi-precious 
gemstomes, crystals, and minerals. Each has metaphysical 
symbolism, healing properties and powers, and spiritual 

meaning to assist you to connect and allow for flowing energy.


